ABSTRACT: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) comprise a large number of sensor nodes, which are spread out within a region and communicate using wireless links. In some WSN applications, recognizing boundary nodes is important for topology discovery, geographic routing and tracking. In this paper, we study the problem of recognizing the boundary nodes of a WSN. We firstly identify the factors that influence the design of algorithms for boundary detection. Then, we classify the existing work in boundary detection, which is vital for target tracking to detect when the targets enter or leave the sensor field.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid improvements in wireless communication and electronics technologies have enabled the development of small, low-cost, low-power, multifunctional devices: sensor nodes. A sensor node (or mote) is a battery-powered device with integrated sensing, processing and communication capabilities. It can detect and monitor changes in a variety of physical conditions, such as temperature, humidity, light, sound, chemicals, or the presence of certain objects [1] . Nodes can perform simple computations and communicate with each other over short distances using radio.
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of up to thousands of unattended sensor nodes and one or more base stations. The sensor nodes are deployed either densely or sparsely, manually or randomly, in a region to be monitored, for example, natural environments, battlefields, hospitals, houses and industries. Unlike the sensor nodes which have limited power, storage, processing and communication capabilities, a base station has more energy, storage, processing and communication resources. Base stations, such as laptops and other wireless handheld devices, act as gateways between sensor nodes and an end-user. That is, the sensor readings are sent to the base station to be saved in a database and the end-user can retrieve and use this information as needed. Figure 1 illustrates a typical WSN configuration.
The arrangement and management of a WSN depends on the application for which it is used [2] , such as: WSN applications are categorized into periodic and event detection data gathering. Periodic data gathering applications require sensor nodes to send their sensing data to the base station periodically. Habitat monitoring at Great Duck Island [3] is an example of a periodic data gathering application. In the event detection data gathering applications, sensor nodes send monitoring data to the base station only when an event of interest occurs in the sensor field. For example, forest fire detections [4, 5] , building fire detections [6] and moving object tracking.
Figure 1. An overview of a WSN
In many WSN applications that involve moving objects (or targets), the most important task of WSN is target tracking. WSNs for target tracking have three important operations: detecting, monitoring and reporting [7] . In the detection operation, sensor nodes must be able to detect the targets when they cross the monitoring area. Unfortunately, having all nodes to sense for incoming targets at all times is not energy efficient. Instead, only nodes which are located on the boundary of the network are set to be active and sense the targets. The process of finding boundary nodes is called boundary detection.
Once the boundary has been detected, during the monitoring period, sensor nodes have to track the targets until they leave the network. In this period, nodes may be able to predict the targets' movement and alert only nodes on the predicted track to continue tracking. Finally, in the reporting operation, sensor nodes that sense the targets have to report the detection and the movement of the targets to the applications. Nodes can also report the direction and the location of the targets if the information is available. Monitoring and reporting operations are interleaved during the entire target tracking process [8] . In this paper, we focus our study on the detecting and monitoring operations, specifically on boundary detection.
ALGORITHM DESIGN FOR BOUNDARY DETECTION
When designing an algorithm for boundary detection, there are several factors that have to be taken into account, so the algorithm can be implemented in real WSNs. The following are the influencing factors:
Location-free boundary detection
The problem of tracking targets and detecting boundary nodes is simplified if the exact location of each sensor node in the monitoring area is known. Unfortunately, building a large scale WSN with special location hardware such as GPS embedded in the nodes is not practical [9] , because:
The price of GPS is expensive compared to the nodes themselves, so it is not cost effective. The considerable amount of nodes' energy that is consumed by GPS will lead to short lifetime networks, hence it is not energy efficient. GPS cannot function well in a closed place where the microwave signal from the satellites is blocked by obstacles. The size of GPS and its antenna can increase the size and change the structure of the nodes, but many applications require small sensor nodes.
For that reason, some measurement techniques to localize sensor nodes such as AOA (angle-of-arrival), TDOA (time-difference-of-arrival) and distancebased measurement exist [10] . In [10] , Mao et al. focus the investigation on distance-based sensor network localization. They describe several distributed and centralized distance-based localization algorithms. These algorithms localize sensor nodes with regard to some landmarks or estimate relative sensor locations. Unfortunately, such localization techniques have several drawbacks. Firstly, the computational complexity of the algorithms is high. Secondly, for some applications that require a global coordinate system, the localization algorithms still need several sensor nodes with known location information (anchors) in order to localize other nodes without location information (non-anchors).
Centralized vs distributed algorithm
A centralized algorithm relies on one central node which is usually the base station to perform the whole computation based on the global information of the network. Instead, a distributed algorithm performs the computation task based on local information. In many WSN applications, sensor nodes are scattered randomly in the monitoring region. This random deployment does not guarantee that the whole network is connected. Furthermore, nodes may be broken or destroyed before they can perform their mission. This condition leads to partitions of the network and some partitions may be unreachable by multi-hop communication to the base station for centralized processing. Hence, distributed or decentralized algorithms are preferable to centralized algorithms in WSN applications.
Low density networks
Royer et al. [11] have shown that nodes with degrees seven or eight are optimal for data delivery in stationary ad hoc networks. A node has degree seven or eight if it has exactly seven or eight neighbors which are within its communication range. Although degrees seven or eight are optimal for data delivery, they are quite high degrees for random deployment of WSNs. Degrees seven or eight can be ensured through a very dense deployment, i.e. deploying many nodes in a small area. This is both expensive and increases communication costs in the network. Moreover, a node may be located in a very sparse area and have less than five neighbors in practice. Therefore, an algorithm which cannot cope with low average degree cannot be guaranteed to work in typical sparse networks.
Robustness
WSN algorithms must be robust to any uncertainties of the monitoring environment, such as inactive or malfunctioning nodes, broken communicateon links, disconnected networks and any faulty measurements, such as erroneous distance measurements between nodes.
Accuracy
WSN algorithms that involve target detection and tracking must be accurate, so the targets are not lost during the monitoring period. Accuracy is usually measured by false alarms (or false positives) and misses (or false negatives) [12] . In target detection, a false positive happen when a target is incorrectly detected but in fact there are no targets in the network. Conversely, a false negative is when a target is not detected but in fact the target is present.
Energy efficiency
Energy efficiency is one of the most critical factors for WSN applications, especially target tracking. The application needs a lot of sensing, processing and communication to track a target accurately. The lower the energy consumed by each node, the longer the network can perform its mission. Therefore, an algorithm should use as less energy as possible for sensing, processing and communication tasks.
Scalability
Many WSN applications deploy a large number of sensor nodes. For that reason, an algorithm should be able to operate effectively and efficiently across different network sizes and densities to support hundreds to thousands of sensor nodes.
COMMUNICATION GRAPHS
In WSN algorithms, the communication graphs are usually modeled as:
Unit Disk Graph (UDG)
UDG has a communication radius r. In this model, a node v is connected to a node w if the distance between these two nodes d(v, w) ≤ r and not connected if d(v, w) > r [13] . This model represents communication range as an ideal circle.
Non-Unit Disk Graph (Non-UDG)
Non-UDG has a lower bound r low and an upper bound r up for the communication radius, and also a communication probability p. [14] . This model uses statistic model, so a node can probabilistically communicate if it is near the edge of the communication range.
NODE DISTRIBUTIONS
In WSN implementations, there are two kinds of node distributions:
Uniform distribution
Each part of the network has equal density and there are no areas which are either more dense or very sparse in the network.
Non-uniform distribution
This kind of node distribution does not guarantee that all parts of the network have the same density. Some parts of the network may be more dense, but some parts may be sparse. Non-uniform distribution is realistic for aerial deployment, where nodes are dropped from a plane and some of them may be damaged or destroyed before performing their tasks.
Then for the implementations of WSN algorithms in the monitoring area, one may wish to have the combination of the two kinds of node distributions and the following node deployment methods:
Grid deployment
One can imagine an area of deployment to be divided into unit grids and a sensor node is placed exactly in the middle of a grid area or at a grid point [15] .
Perturbed grid deployment
A sensor node is placed inside one unit grid but the position is slightly perturbed by random numbers [15, 16] . This is an approximation of manual deployments of sensor nodes.
Random deployment
A number of sensor nodes may be scattered randomly inside the sensor field.
BOUNDARY DETECTION
Wang et al. [16] classified existing work on boundary detection into three categories by their major techniques: geometric methods, statistical methods and topological methods.
Geometric Methods
Geometric methods use geographical location information of each node for detecting boundary nodes. Applying this method, Fang et al. [13] developed a distributed algorithm to identify boundary cycles using geographical forwarding, where a routing packet can only get stuck at a node on hole boundaries. The algorithm detects stuck nodes which lie on the boundaries and greedily sweeps along the hole boundaries to discover boundary cycles. Fang et al. assumed nodes know their geographical locations, networks are uniformly randomly distributed, and communication graph follows the unit disk graph model.
Statistical Methods
Statistical methods use probability distribution for detecting boundary nodes. In [17] , Fekete et al. proposed a distributed algorithm for boundary detection with an assumption that nodes on the boundary have lower degree than the average degree of the entire network. Their algorithm uses a threshold value to separate the boundary from the interior nodes. In a more recent paper [18] , Fekete et al. proposed a distributed algorithm for boundary detection by calculating the restricted stress centrality. The restricted stress centrality of a vertex v is the number of shortest paths containing v. In this algorithm, each node checks whether its centrality index is above or below a specified threshold value. They assumed the nodes on the boundary have to have lower centrality than nodes in the interior. These two algorithms use unrealistic assumptions about distribution of sensor nodes and density: nodes must be uniformly randomly distributed and average degree is 100 or higher [17, page 127]. Fekete et al. also assumed the unit disk graph model and the whole network is connected.
Topological Methods
Implementing topological methods, Kroller et al. [19] as well as Fekete and Kroller [20] presented a distributed algorithm for detecting boundary nodes by searching for a combinatorial structure called a flower and augmented cycles. They assumed the communication graph is a unit disk graph in [20] , but a non-unit disk graph in [19] . Although the algorithm does not rely on uniform distribution, the node densities are quite high: average degree 20 in the lightly populated and 30 in the heavily populated areas. Consequently, this algorithm may fail if networks have low densities, because identification of at least one flower structure is difficult in sparse networks.
Funke [14] presented a simple heuristic algorithm by constructing iso-contours based on hop count from a node. The algorithm can identify nodes near boundaries where the contours are broken. Furthermore, it is centralized and has to be repeated four times from four wide-spread nodes to discover the boundaries of the whole network. The successful algorithm requires rather high network densities, i.e. average degree at least 16 for uniform random distribution and average degree 10 or more for randomly perturbed grid under the unit disk graph assumption. For the cases of non-unit disk graph model, the average degree for random perturbed grid networks is required to be 16 or higher.
Then in [21] , Funke and Klein developed an algorithm based on distributed computation from a set of nodes that serve as seeds. The algorithm determines maximum hop distances around each seed and examines whether the contour around a seed forms a closed cycle or is broken up. Funke and Klein claimed that the algorithm can mark sensor nodes as boundary points but the holes' diameter and distances must be fixed. This algorithm has been shown to perform worse than [14] , as it requires that the average degree of the network must be at least 25 for random uniform distribution and 10 or more for random perturbed grid using the unit disk graph model. Although the algorithms in [14] and [21] only use connectivity information, both of them require rather high network densities. Both of them also assume circular holes, connected networks and the outputs are nodes near the boundary but they are not connected in a meaningful way, say a cycle.
Deogun et al. [15] developed a new distributed algorithm for boundary discovery without location information by using triangle area formulas. This algorithm detects a node as a non-boundary node if it lies inside a triangle of three chosen neighbors. Deogun et al. assumed networks are uniformly distributed with grid and random perturbed grid scenarios. They also assumed networks with no communication holes, sufficiently dense and each node has at least three neighbors. In addition, they required nodes to be able to measure physical distances to their neighbors. Then for simplicity, they considered that the communication graph follows the unit disk graph model and symmetric bidirectional communication channel between nodes. In [15] , Deogun et al. defined the network boundary as the imaginary line that connects the boundary nodes of the sensor network and defines the perimeter of the entire network. Unfortunately, they did not explain how the detected boundary nodes are connected into the network boundary.
Wang et al. [16] proposed a distributed algorithm to detect inner and outer boundaries of WSNs based only on connectivity information. They did not assume node locations, inter-distance or the unit disk graph model. The basic idea of this algorithm is to implement the shortest path tree rooted at a node with smallest ID to detect the existence of holes (inner boundaries). That is, the shortest path tree splits near a hole and meets again after the hole. Then, they use maximum hop distances from inner boundaries to identify nodes on outer boundary. Therefore, the inner and the outer boundaries are cycles of shortest paths. Wang et al. claimed that their algorithm performs well but networks have to have uniform distribution with average degree at least 7 for random uniform networks or at least 6 for random perturbed grid networks. For low density networks, they manipulated the connectivity by increasing the average degree, i.e. take two-hop/three-hop neighbors as fake one-hop neighbors. They also claimed that the algorithm can solve cases with no communication holes, but they did not explain whether the algorithm can be implemented in disconnected networks.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we summarize and discuss the strengths and the weaknesses of algorithms reviewed in this paper, then we provide some recommenddations. Table 1 shows the comparison of the reviewed boundary detection algorithms against the algorithm specifications. We compare the techniques used, namely, geometric, statistical and topological. We also compare the implementations of the algorithms, whether it is distributed or centralized. Then, we weigh against the results of the algorithms, whether boundary nodes are connected in cycles or not. In the reviewed boundary detection algorithms, only the algorithm proposed by Fang et al. [13] uses a geometric technique. The two algorithms developed by Fekete et al. [17, 18] use statistical techniques, and the rest of the reviewed boundary detection algorithms use topological techniques. Moreover, almost all of the algorithms are distributed algorithms, except the one proposed by Funke [14] .
Furthermore, the results of most boundary detection algorithms are boundary nodes which are connected in cycles, except the algorithms proposed by Funke [14] , Funke and Klein [21] , and Deogun et al. [15] .
Based on the assumptions made on sensor nodes, we compare the algorithms against the availability of location information, distance information and the communication graphs. Thus, only the geometric algorithm proposed by Fang et al. [13] assumes geographic location information, and only the algorithm developed by Deogun et al. [15] assumes exact distance information. In addition, most of the algorithm assume unit disk graph model [13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21] . The summary of the assumptions on sensor nodes is presented in Table 2 .
Similarly, we compare our reviewed boundary detection algorithms on WSN conditions. We evaluate several algorithm requirements on networks, such as the minimum average degrees or densities, node distributions, the existence of communication holes and the necessity of connected networks. We summarize and present the assumptions made on networks by the reviewed boundary detection algorithms in Table 3 . Boundary detection algorithms are better not centralized as they have to rely on a central base station to perform the whole computation. Distributed algorithms can perform best in disconnected networks with low average densities and communication holes. Moreover, location-free algorithms are also preferred, because by not attaching GPS on sensor nodes, the cost to build the network can be reduced.
